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About us 

‘Universal Production’ [UP] is a full-fledged
Media Production Company. We offer
various services for Construction
Businesses, from Drone Filming,
Construction Progress Videography and
Photography, and Live Time Lapse
Cameras. We customize the offering
based on your need to guarantee
customers' satisfaction. 

What We Do?

With our experienced team in time Lapse, Drone
and Photo-video Production, we provide
professional media services to Construction
Companies, from small businesses to big
corporations. We add a whole new dimension to
your aerial photography & videography needs at
an affordable price. 

Who We Are?



OUR EXPERTISE

With our experienced team in Filming, Drone and Time Lapse 
photography, covering the biggest Construction Projects in Qatar, 
we can ensure you capture the experience from a thrilling vantage 
point. Our operators are professional, well trained and 
experienced. Our editors have the passion for creating perfectly edited 
video. Our team of specialist have the knowledge and skills to see 
your project through from start to finish, offering you results that 
are far beyond your expectations. At  ‘Universal Production’ [UP] 
our structured approach helps you get progress documentation 
services that allow you to keep your project owners happy with timely 
data. It means you’re free to focus on what really matters to you. 
We’re Highly committed to giving you the best value on time, 
providing safe, accurate, and cost-effective data collection.  





Media Production Services 



1- DroneFilming
Looking to empower your business with stunning aerial drone photography and videography? We 
provide best-in-class drone (UAV unmanned aerial Vehicles) services also known as the “eye in 
the sky”. Universal Production [UP] handles the whole process: from flight, to data processing, to 
Video edits and cut down. We help you leverage a drone's eye view by capturing and 
delivering gorgeous aerial photos and video and generating the traction your project deserves. 
Our drone services are tailored to fit every client’s needs. Our pilots are professional, well trained 
and experienced.



If you are in the construction industry, we offer you progress documentation services that allow
you to keep your project owners happy with timely data. We add a whole new dimension to your
aerial photography & videography needs at a decent price. Additionally, we give you and your
distributed team transparency on the conditions on site, and allow you to find costly errors before
they even happen. Aerial drone technology reduces cost and offers new inspection and
measurement capabilities. It helps you capture the experience from a thrilling vantage point.

By offering professional aerial video, photo, and
imaging, our drone systems provide safe, accurate,
and cost-effective data collection, so we can take our
clients to new heights!



2- ConstructionProgress Videography and Photography

Our team of specialist have the knowledge and skills to see your project through from start to 
finish, offering you results that are far beyond your expectations. Universal Production 
[UP] offers outstanding professional quality videos where each video is bespoke, beautiful 
and edited to your taste and style. We build a story around your video and add copyright 
free music, colour grading and special effects. We remove noise and in the post 
production stage, we add additional sound and music in the background to create a soothing 
effect.



When it comes to editing videos for construction, we can do great things with all types of footage.
We choose a high quality editing service to guarantee we bring your video to life. With years of
experience and a passion for creating perfectly edited videos, we’re committed to excellence. We
make the process simple and cost-effective, so we can deliver creative, attractive and
spectacular visuals. At Universal Production [UP], we make sure your footage is edited to
perfection, delivering superior quality videos and a fantastic finished product.



3- Live Time Lapse Cameras

Time-lapse photography is a technique that Universal Production [UP] uses to capture great
imagery to create an amazing time lapse film (small film), and to produce breath-taking results
with emotional impact. For us, time lapse is not just a series of images played back in sequence,
it’s an art that requires a lot of creativity, especially in the construction industry. 



Our Projects

 Immigration  interchange and roundabout
 Construction of Duhail intersection
 Western taxiway and stand development
 Construction of east industrial road
 Construction of Alar Hotel at luseil city
 Water treatment facility with Hyundai rotem
 Construction of Marsa Arabia hotel with CDC
 Construction of Bustan south project with Hyundai
 Construction of musaimer road with Eclick
 Construction of al Khufus road with Boom Construction
 Construction of United School with al Darwish
 Construction of Hilton hotel with al Darwish
 Al mutahida tower at the pearl island
 Gewan Island project at the pearl island
 Gewan Entrance bridge at the pearl island
 Construction of new Terminal hub at Hamad Port
 Construction of new Naval Basa at Hamad Port
 Building of LA24 showroom at the pearl island



Our Clients 



Contact Us

M: 00974 3398 3965 
E: jawad.nasr@uniproduction.com
W: www.uniproduction.com 
skype jmichelnasr

Level 14 Commercial Bank Plaza
West Bay, Doha, Qatar

Get in Touch 

Visit Us



Thank You 




